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Enabling powerful
insights
think Analytics, a team of highly
professional and experienced
procurement analysts who
believe in making business
analytics simple. Enabling
customers to gain powerful
insights from their own
expenditure data.
We make using expenditure data
easy so you can gain Commercial
Leverage, reduce Cost of Goods
Sold and increase Return on
Investment – data is a powerful
resource!

Expenditure cube
design, build and
training services
We will build your expenditure
cube by collecting and cleansing
your data, work with you to
develop expenditure categories
meaningful to your business, we
will validate your data sets with
your team and we will work with
your accounts payable to improve
future data input, as well as train
and enable your staﬀ to maintain
and manage your expenditure
cube.

think customers
think analytics services helps accelerate time and value,
mitigate risk to achieve better ROI.
We assist and enable think customers to harness the power of
the think platform’s Business Intelligence capabilities.
think analytics can assist with structuring your data, introduce
new design enhancements to enrich your data, establish
visualisation and develop dashboards reﬂecting the status of
your KPI’s.
Develop insightful reports tailored to your business needs,
provide training to enable you to get the most out of your
think platform analytics experience.
Our support services are a subscription based service.

We can assist in project scoping,
project planning, category
schema development , data
standardisation and enrichment
from multiple systems and
sources, pilot cube testing,
bespoke dashboard
development, communications
and system and data analysis
training.
We can support you in the
development of your future data
roadmap and roadmaps to align
business objectives.
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Analytics bureau for
procurement
functions
think analytics; providing support for
all facets of your procurement
team’s category management and
business reporting needs. Giving
them opportunity to work on the
business, developing strategy and
interacting with the market.
think analytics can support your
procurement function in strategic
planning, supplier benchmarking,
vendor reporting and performance
analysis. As well as assisting with risk
and governance analysis, we can
analyse and identify opportunities
and discuss these in person.
The analytics bureau is available on
a project basis or as a subscription
service.

Stand alone expenditure cubes
For customers wanting a stand alone cube we recommend a
powerful product called BIQ which is quick and easy to
deploy, not resource intensive in terms of infrastructure and
people, and can work with millions of lines of expenditure data
from your ERP – proven with the NSW Government.
BIQ is an OLAP-powered platform with a diﬀerence: its
technology allows for on-the-ﬂy changes to categories,
measures, and data schema for datasets that number in the
hundreds of millions of lines. Changes to a category are
instantly reﬂected in the entire dataset and every rollup.
Best of all no matter the size of your expenditure analysis
requirement, BIQ is inexpensive and easy to deploy compared
to other products on the market.
EIQ is an advanced visualisation suite which coupled with the
BIQ data engine provides executive-level awareness of new
savings opportunities and expenditure optimisation.

Analytics bureau for 3rd
party consultancies
think analytics provides analytics
bureau services to 3rd party
consultancies on a sub contractor
basis.
We oﬀer consultancies the ability to
add additional service oﬀerings to
their product portfolio, not carry
additional resource overheads,
leverage oﬀ advanced analytical skill
sets, free up time to grow their
business, and dedicate more time to
existing projects to deliver a better
quality outcome.
By engaging think analytics you can
provide a sense of assurance,
improve data quality and integrity,
which could previously have been
lost, due to time constraints and can
assist in expanding on scope .
Our bureau service is available as a
subscription service or project based
service.

Expenditure cube support services
think analytics is an enabler of businesses, providing ground
support for think, BIQ and EIQ customers across the APAC
region. Assisting with day to day requirements, system
enhancements, BIQ design element issues, system migration
preparation to EIQ, and outsourced cube maintenance and
training.
If resourcing is a factor, think analytics can prepare, load,
commoditise your data around your speciﬁcations, manage,
analysis and identify opportunities and then present them on a
periodical bases.
Expenditure Cube support services are a subscription service
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